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The Great Yield Chase

With Treasury yields still relatively low and worry

about the eventuality of rising rates ever present, many

investors have been moving away from Treasuries and

into other fixed-income sectors in their quest for

income. Two fixed-income segments seeing activity

from this migration are corporate and emerging-

markets bonds.

Corporate bonds: Many investors have bumped up

their allocations to corporate bonds for reasons that

are pretty straightforward. Company balance sheets

are about as healthy as they've been for many years,

with cash holdings high and default rates at multiyear

lows. In addition to these attractive fundamentals,

buying has been strongly encouraged by central bank

policies, including the Federal Reserve's quantitative-

easing programs. They have played a major role in

suppressing agency mortgage and Treasury yields,

which in turn has pushed investors to take on more

credit risk in search of more yield.

Emerging-markets bonds: The trend of holding

emerging-markets bonds has gained popularity in

recent years. Again, investors have been given

incentive to hold higher-risk assets because developed-

markets central bank policies have pushed Treasury

yields down. A byproduct of these central-bank

policies is that assets have not only poured into U.S.-

based investments but also into emerging-markets

bonds of all kinds, including both sovereign and

corporate sectors. Further boosting their attractiveness,

emerging-markets credit ratings have been rising

based on a number of factors, including economic

structural reforms and growth rates that are

meaningfully higher than in developed markets. To

top it off, the underlying balance sheets of many

emerging economies look increasingly appealing when

compared with the debt-laden, major economies of the

West.

With greater return potential comes greater risk. The

ultimate questions for investors moving out of

Treasuries are whether their investment alternatives

will stand up to potential trouble down the road and

whether their portfolios still line up with their risk and

return expectations. There's a tension between trying

to provide the best possible returns when things are

going well and maintaining the kind of portfolio that

should provide better diversification in the case of

volatile equity markets. In recent years, investor

demand has significantly pushed prices up and yields

down. Those new lower yield levels suggest that, even

under the best circumstances, the prospect for future

returns is muted. While currently attractive, there's

reason to be wary of how these sectors will perform

under stress scenarios. Most investors aren't expecting

a repeat of 2008, when Treasuries rallied and risky

assets sold off, but it's nearly certain that bumps in the

road will appear at some point. It is important to be

aware that a dearth of yield may be causing some

investors to take on more risk than they realize.

U.S. Treasuries are considered
to be the safest security in the
world (i.e., you will receive
your principal at maturity and
interest income along the
way), but they do have risks--
namely, with interest rates so
low, the price of Treasuries are
more susceptible to declining
when interest rates do rise.

Consequently, COMPASS has
diversified away from
Treasuries into several other
areas of the bond market,
including corporate and
emerging-markets bonds.


